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A TALE OF TWO BOYS
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https://wsvn.com/news/us-world/color-blind-boys-scheme-to-get-same-haircut-to-trick-teacher/



PEOPLE, PLACES AND SYSTEMS DRIVING (IN)EQUITY
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CHRONIC PLACE-BASED INEQUITIES ARE NOT ACCIDENTAL –
THERE IS A SYSTEM IN PLACE THAT PROPAGATES THEM
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“Countering the Production of Health Inequities” Report from the Prevention Institute



The Impact of Legacies of Redlining (Chicago)

Date 
Time 

Source: Chicago Health Atlas
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VITAL CONDITIONS OF PLACES WE ALL NEED TO THRIVE



WHAT HAPPENS IN THE 
CONTEXT OF 
MIGRATION, WHEN 
PLACE CHANGES?



Case Study

© Earl Dotter

For more than a century, Haiti was 
considered a prime destination for 
migrants from the United States 
and around the world. In the wake 
of the Haitian Revolution, Haiti 
marketed itself to freed slaves and 
others as an island haven where 
they could break free from the 
strictures of the United States and 
a global system of slavery. That 
changed in the 20th century. Now, 
there are roughly 1.6 million 
Haitians living in other countries.



Case Study

Crossing the Darien Gap
The Darien Gap is an imposing 
obstacle on one of the world’s most 
dangerous migration routes. The 
remote, roadless crossing on the 
border between Colombia and 
Panama consists of more than sixty 
miles of dense rain forest, steep 
mountains, and vast swamps. It is 
the only overland path connecting 
Central and South America. Over the 
past few years, it has become a 
leading transit point for migrants in 
search of work and safety in the 
United States, as authorities have 
cracked down on other routes by air 
and sea.



Migration…
• Any movement by humans from 

one locality to another

• Moves in all forms

• Often over long distance, but not 
necessarily

• Or in large groups



1
Movement of populations:

Voluntary Migration within one’s region, country or 
beyond, or

2 Involuntary migration which includes slave trade and 
human trafficking
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Social determinants of health
The conditions in which people are:
• Born – Beyond DOB

– Where
– To whom
– Under what circumstances

• Grow – Beyond where
– Level of education
– Medical care received
–

• Live – beyond current address
– With whom
– safety

• work – beyond current job
– Previous employment
– Work risks
–

• Age – beyond current age and DOB
– Previous illnesses
– Life experiences



Chat:
Who are essential 
workers? 
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More than 70% 
of immigrants 
in the United 
States work in 
jobs classified 
as “essential”

Photo © earldotter.com



Low wage 
workers forced 
into a basic 
needs versus 
safety dilemma 
that places 
them at much 
great risk



Blame workers

• “Home and social conditions” 
cause of meatpacking 
outbreaks”

• “Living circumstances in 
certain cultures”

• “They go to work in school 
buses, and they’re all packed 
in there like sardines.”

©www.earldotter.com



Mixed Immigration Status Households 
Common

© Earl Dotter

● 16.7 million live with at least one unauthorized family 
member

● 5.9 million US citizen children live with at least one 
unauthorized family member

● 1 million US Citizens have an unauthorized spouse

FEAR



Underserved
Undeserved



Population mobility, 
vulnerability 
and equity

various phases: 

• during transit, 
• in destination communities, 
• in communities of departure 

and return





Vulnerabilities
• Cultural and language differences
• Low-wage
• Inherent dangers and health risks of 

occupation
• Immigration status
• Migratory lifestyle
• Lack access to health care, insurance 

or financial resources
• Lack of regulatory protection

© NFMC-Earl Dotter 2012 ©www.earldotter.com



Vulnerabilities

Opportunities

Migration presents both…



Mobility Status - Movers

• Living in a different house at the end of the 
period. 

• Living in a different county, state, region, or 
moving from abroad. 

• Moving within or between central cities, 
suburbs, and non-metropolitan areas of the 
United States. 

Photo © earldotter.com



SDOH
need not be an 
impediment to 
health



Structural Vulnerability Domains and Potential Sample Questions
Financial Status How do you make money?

Do you have any difficulties doing this work? 
Do you have enough money to live comfortably—pay rent, get food, pay utilities and phone, basic living 
supplies? 
Do you run out of money at the end of the month? 
Do you receive any forms of government assistance?
Are there other ways you make extra money, or do you depend on anyone else for their income? 
Have you ever been unable to pay for medical care or medicines at the pharmacy? Do you have access to 
preventive and primary care?

Residence Where do you sleep?
How long have you lived there?
Is that a stable or reliable place for you to live?  
Do you feel the place that you live is safe and clean?

Risk Environments Are you exposed to any toxins?
Are you exposed to any violence?
Are you exposed regularly to drug use?

Food Access Do you have adequate nutrition and access to healthy food?  
What does your regular diet consist of?

Social Network Which people make up your social network, family and friends?  Is this network health or unhealthy for you? 
Do you have people who function as a social support system for you when needed?

Legal Status Do you have any legal trouble? 
Do you fear any repercussions related to your legal status? 
Are you eligible for public services? 

Education Are you able to read?  In what language(s)?  
What level of education have you reached?

Discrimination Have you experienced discrimination based on your skin color, your accent or where you are from? 
Have you experienced discrimination based on your gender or sexual orientation?
Have you experienced discrimination for any other reason?

Presumed Worthiness The clinician could ask themselves if this person is likely to be considered by others as someone not to be 
trusted because of aspects of their appearance, ethnicity, accent, addiction status, personality, or other 
traits.
The clinician could ask themselves if other people are likely to assume that the patient deserves their plight 
in life or their sickness due to any of their traits.
The clinician could ask themselves if other people are likely to assume that the patient does not deserve top 
quality health care due to any of their traits.  

Source: Unpublished article, Seth Holmes, MD, PhD



MEASURING WHAT MATTERS



31https://www.ncvhs.hhs.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/NCVHS-Measurement-Framework-V4-Jan-12-2017-for-posting-FINAL.pdf

National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics 
(NCVHS) is a Federal Advisory Committee – reports 
to secretary of HHS

Was charged with identifying multi-sector measures 
to support population and community health and 
wellbeing and address social determinants of health

Report from January 2017

Handed off the process of developing measures to 
100 Million Healthier Lives/WE in the World

About the Well-being In the Nation Measures

https://www.ncvhs.hhs.gov/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/NCVHS-Measurement-Framework-V4-Jan-12-2017-for-posting-FINAL.pdf


Well-being In the Nation (WIN) Measurement 
Framework (NCVHS Framework)
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1. Core measures
• Well-being of people
• Well-being of places
• Equity

2. Leading indicators
• 12 domains and associated 

subdomains related to determinants of   
health 

3. Full flexible set (developmental measures)
• 12 domains and associated subdomains



Social Determinant of Health Indicators
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Well-being In the Nation (WIN) Measures
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1. Wellbeing of people 
• People’s perception of their well-being
• Life expectancy

2. Wellbeing of places 
• Healthy communities index (USNWR/CHRR) 
• Child poverty

3. Equity
• Differences in subjective well-being
• Years of potential life gained
• Income inequality, graduation rates
• Differences by demographic variables (race, place, gender, 
educational level, language, sexual identity, etc.)

www.winmeasures.org

http://www.winmeasures.org/


CANTRIL’S LADDER: WHAT IF WHAT PEOPLE FELT ABOUT THEIR LIVES 
MATTERED?
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 Two simple questions
 Administered 2.7 million 

times, highly validated
 Relates to morbidity, 

mortality, cost
 Useful for risk 

stratification
 Works across sectors
 Recommended by OECD

 Recommended by 
National Academies as a 
Leading indicator for 
Healthy People 2030

Age
Sex

Race/Ethnicity
Education
Zip code

Veteran status

Life evaluation

% people thriving
% people struggling
% people suffering

Overall life eval index: 
%thriving - % suffering

www.winmeasures.org

http://www.winmeasures.org/
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DELAWARE: USING WELL-
BEING DATA TO DESIGN 
WHAT IS NEEDED IN REAL 
TIME

• Assessment of well-being and connecting 
people with their social needs

• Narcan distribution at foodbanks based on 
social needs

• Housing people who were homeless and 
changing the delivery of mental health

• Improved access for everyone leveraging 
telehealth and online peer supports 
(Support Wall)

• Transitions for people from incarceration
• Data systems across sectors



WELL-BEING SAVES LIVES

CDC
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REACH, IMMUNIZATIONS, SYSTEM CHANGE FOR EQUITY



COMMUNITIES RISE PARTNERS -2400+ CBOS ON THE GROUND WHO BRING 
DEEP DECADES LONG EXPERIENCE TO REACHING HARD TO REACH 
COMMUNITIES
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Facilitated by Funded by HRSA, CDC, and 
CDC Foundation



RISE – WELL-BEING OF MIGRANT WORKERS
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WHAT MIGHT BE LEADING TO SUFFERING AND HOW 
CAN WE MITIGATE THAT?



USING SOCIAL 
NEEDS DATA TO 
CREATE THE 
CONDITIONS 
FOR EVERYONE 
TO THRIVE
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Deliana Garcia
dgarcia@migrantclinician.org

www.migrantclinician.org

Somava Saha
somava.saha@weintheworld.org

www.weintheworld.org

http://www.migrantclinician.org/
mailto:somava.saha@weintheworld.org
http://www.weintheworld.org/


FOR MORE INFORMATION

Rhode Island demographics:

 https://health.ri.gov/data/covid-19

 www.winmeasures.org

Health Equity and COVID-19: https://conta.cc/34WoYav

Well-being and Equity (WE) in the World

 we@weintheworld.org

 Somava Saha – somava.saha@weintheworld.org

 www.weintheworld.org
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https://health.ri.gov/data/covid-19
http://www.winmeasures.org/
https://conta.cc/34WoYav
mailto:we@weintheworld.org
mailto:somava.saha@weintheworld.org
http://www.weintheworld.org/
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